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Is Eternal Inflation, past eternal? 
Inflationary cosmological models are generically eternal to the future. In such 

spacetimes, it is natural to ask if the Universe could also be past-eternal.  

If it could, eternal inflation would provide a viable model of the Universe with no 

initial singularity. The Universe would never come into existence. It would simply 

exist.  

The Emergent Universe scenario 

Is inflation alone sufficient to provide a complete description 

of the early universe? or some new physics is necessary in order to 

determine the correct conditions at the boundary of the inflating region. 

For example, the boundary of the inflating region could corresponds 

to the beginning of the Universe in a quantum nucleation event. 

Did the universe have a beginning?  



Is Eternal Inflation, past eternal? NO. 

Singularity theorems have been devised that apply in the inflationary 

context, showing that a cosmological model which is inflating must be 

incomplete in null and timelike past directions 

 

Is inflation alone sufficient to provide a complete description 

of the early universe? Inflation is not sufficient to provide a complete 

description of the Universe, and some new physics is necessary in order 

to determine the correct conditions at the boundary 

Did the universe have a beginning?  
The answer seems to be yes 



Vilenkin's arguments shows that null and timelike geodesics 

are, in general, past-incomplete in inflationary models, 

whether or not energy conditions hold, provided only that the 

averaged expansion condition holds along these past-

directed geodesics. 

 

Any backward-going null (or timelike) geodesic have a finite 

affine (proper time) length. 



However, models that escape this conclusion have been studied. These 

models do not satisfy the geometrical assumptions of these theorems. 

The Emergent Universe scenario 



Key features of the Emergent Universe models 

Singularity Theorems: 

 The universe always existed, but initially the universe is static (Past eternal 

Einstein static (ES) state) 

 

 Something happens and the universe begins to evolve 

 

 Inflation  

These models assume that the universe 

began to evolve from a static state. 

Past eternal 

universe 



 It is considered that the universe is homogeneous and isotropic, 

dominated at early times by a single minimally coupled scalar field with a 

particular potential 

 

 Also it is assumed a closed universe. 

 

 Then, the scalar field potential and the spacetime metric are given by 



Friedmann-Raychaudhuri equations 

 The Einstein static solution 



Inflation and "graceful entrance to inflation" 

Once the scalar field exceeds some value, the scalar potential slowly droops from its 

original value. The overall effect of this is to distort the equilibrium behavior breaking 

the static solution. 

 

Slow-roll inflation could occur in two regions of the potential 

depending on the value of  



 The ES solution is unstable against homogenous and isotropic 

perturbations 

 

 Could be stable under inhomogeneous perturbation if 

 

 Spatially homogeneous Bianchi type IX modes destabilize the Einstein 

 static universe 

Problems with the originals EU models 



Classical and Quantum Gravity 21 (2004) 233-250 



For example 

Jordan-Brans-Dicke (JBD) 



Field equations 

Static solution 



Numerical Solution 



We extent our previous results on stability of JBD static universe by 

considering spatially homogeneous Bianchi type IX anisotropic perturbation 

modes and by including more general perfect fluids. Contrary to general 

relativity, we have found that the JBD static universe, dominated by a standard 

perfect fluid, could be stable against isotropic and anisotropic perturbations. 





We obtain a positive upper bound for the energy density of the 

vacuum 



Emergent Universe by Tunneling 

Motivation   

 During the static period in the EU models, all is not really static. 

 

 Due to the fact that the universe must eventually begin to evolve is 

 necessary to implement some mechanism to "pull" the universe from 

 the static regimen to the inflationary period. 

 

 Usually the following possibilities are considered: 

 

1) During the static regime it is assumed that the universe is dominated by 

a scalar field which is rolling on the asymptotically flat part of the scalar 

potential. 

 

2) The scale factor asymptotically tends to a constant in the past 
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Emergent Universe by Tunneling 

General scheme 



  The universe is initially in a static state, supported by a scalar field located in 

a false vacuum. 

 

 By quantum tunneling, the scalar field decays. Then, a small bubble of a new 

phase of field value Vw  can form. 

 

 Inside the bubble, space-like surfaces of constant f are homogeneous 

surfaces of constant negative curvature. One way of describing this situation is 

to say that the interior of the bubble always contains an open Friedmann-

Robertson-Walker universe 

 

 If the potential has a suitable form, inflation and reheating may occur in the 

interior of the bubble as the field rolls from Vw to the true minimum at VT. 

General scheme  



 Static universe supported by a scalar field located in a false vacuum.  

 

 By quantum tunneling the scalar field decays creating a small bubble of 

true vacuum. 

 

 The interior of the bubble can be modeled as an open Friedmann 

universe. 

A simplified version of this scheme 

(characterize this solution) 

(We calculate the probability of this process) 

(We determine the 

evolution of the bubble 

after its materialization)  

 



Static Universe 

We must to consider two fluids.  

For simplicity we consider that there are no interactions between them. 



Standard fluid 

Equation of state Energy Conservation 

Scalar Field 



Static Solution 



Bubble Nucleation 

  Coleman De Luccia instanton (background de Sitter) 
 

  Given that in our case the geometry of the background correspond to a 

Einstein static universe and not a de Sitter space, we proceed following the 

scheme developed in 
1) 

2) 









From the action we found the equation of motion 

The action can be put in a useful form by using this equation, and changing 

variables to c: 



Equation (18) 



Then, we obtain: 

We can note that the probability of the bubble nucleation is enhanced by the 

effect of the curvature of the closed static universe background. 



Evolution of the bubble after the process of 

tunneling 



 We study the evolution of the bubble after the process of tunneling. 

 

 During this study we are going to consider the gravitational back-reaction 

of the bubble. 

 

 We follow the approach used in: 

 

 

 

where it is assumed that the bubble wall separates space-time into two parts, 

described by different metrics and containing different kinds of matter. 

The bubble wall is a timelike, spherically symmetric hypersurface S, the 

interior of the bubble is described by a de Sitter space-time and the exterior 

by the static universe. 

 

The Israel junction conditions are implement in order to joint these two 

manifolds along there common boundary S. The evolution of the bubble wall 

is determined by implement these conditions. 

 



 The interior of the bubble will be described by the metric of the de Sitter 

space-time in its open foliation 

The bubble wall 

We assume that the surface energy-momentum tensor Sab has a perfect fluid 

form given by 

Where t is the shell proper time 



 In the outside coordinates we parameterize x(t) as the curve for the bubble 

evolution (the bubble radius in these coordinates). 
 

 Then, from Israel junction conditions we obtain the following equations 

determining the evolution of x(t) and the surface energy density s(t). 

Where 



Numerical Solutions 



Time evolution of the bubble in the outside coordinates x(t), and time evolution 

of the surface energy density s (t). 

 Static universe dominated by dust and 

the bubble wall containing dust. 

 

 Dashed line for R = 1000, dotted line for 

R= 500 and continuous line for R = 100. 

We can note that the bubble of the new 

face grows to fill the background space, 

where the shell coordinate 

asymptotically tends to the curvature 

radius R. 



Time evolution of the bubble in the outside coordinates x(t), and time evolution 

of the surface energy density s (t). 

 Static universe dominated by radiation 

and the bubble wall containing radiation. 

 

 Dashed line for R = 1000, dotted line for 

R= 500 and continuous line for R = 100. 

We can note that the bubble of the new 

face grows to fill the background space, 

where the shell coordinate 

asymptotically tends to the curvature 

radius R. 



Summary 
 Emergent Universe, are appealing since they provide specific examples of 

nonsingular (geodesically complete) inflationary universes. 

 

 They revive the old idea of a static universe. 

 

 They can justify the required initial conditions for inflation to occur. 

 

 In this work we explore an alternative scheme for an Emergent Universe scenario, 

where the universe is truly in a past eternal static state. This state is supported by a 

scalar field which is located in a false vacuum. The universe begins to evolve when, 

by quantum tunneling, the scalar field decays into a state of true vacuum. 

 

 We have found that this new mechanism for an Emergent Universe is plausible and 

could be an interesting alternative to the realization of the Emergent Universe 

scenario. 

 
Future work: 

o More detailed study of the inflation period after the creation of the bubble 

 

o  Apply the scheme of Emergent Universe by Tunneling developed here to models which 

present stable past eternal static regimes. 

 

o Evidence in the current universe of a static past (CMB). 



Fin 


